Abstract-The whisper conversion technology is to transform undistinguished whispers with lower SNR into clear normal speech, and it has important application prospect in mobile communication. Because the whisper speech is stirred by the yawp source, its formant position shifts and its bandwidth increases, which induces the problem of formant combination occurs in the whisper conversion. By analyzing the power spectrum, in this article, we proposed a modified adaptive algorithm for formant bandwidth. Based on the rule that the pole power does not change, the algorithm has resolved the problem of formant combination by modifying the formant bandwidth of whisper before implementing formant conversion. The experimental results with six Chinese mandarin monophthong phoneme conversions proved the validity of the algorithm.
In this article, through analyzing the pole power spectrum of formant, we pointed out that the adding whisper bandwidth is the direct reason to produce the problem of formant combination for the whisper conversion, and put forward a sort of modified adaptive formant bandwidth algorithm which could effectively reduce the bandwidth of whisper formant and solve the problem of formant combination of whisper after conversion. Fig. 1 is the former three formants extracting whisper signal /o2/ by the linear predictive spectrum algorithm [8] , and Fig. 2 is the formant of the normal speech /o2/ after conversion by the Gauss mixture model [9] . From Fig. 2 , the first formant and the second formant produce the formant combination. And we adopt the method of pole power spectrum to analyze the reasons for above phenomena. The radiation angle of the pole:
II. FORMANT COMBINATION IN WHISPER CONVERSION
The radius of the pole: 
The power spectrum of the pole in the domain is 
Convenient for discussion, we first suppose two poles z and , so the power According to above analysis, if we can reduce corresponding formant bandwidth when the formant is converted, so the combination of formant could be eliminated in theory. In the traditional LPC algorithm, when we abstract the formant, we directly delete the formant poles which don't accord with the requirements. Based on the rule that the pole power does not change, in this article, we propose the algorithm which automatically add the energy of the deleted formant to the reserved formant and realize the adaptive formant bandwidth change. In addition, we must consider the influence to other reserved poles when changing the radius of a pole. So the (6) could be extended as We can see from Fig.3 that the radius of the reserved pole is larger than that of original pole at the same frequency. It means that the bandwidth of remained pole is narrowed, which will reduce the degradation of pole interaction after conversion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment, we select six monophthong whisper speeches including /a/, /o/, /e/, /i/, /u/ and /ü/, and the normal speech as the samples, and every speech possesses four pronunciations including level tone, rising tone, falling-rising tone and falling tone, and the sample amount is 24.
We take the stable speech area sample to implement preaggravating and window-adding processing, and the preaggravating coefficient P is 0.975, and we adopt the window of Hamming. The experimental sampling rate is 8 kHz, and every frame has 256 sampling points. The experimental results showed that the problem of formant combination also occurs in the whispers /e1/, /u4/ and /i3/ except for whisper /o2/.
The experiment result is seen in Fig. 4 . The point lineation is three formants obtained by traditional LPC algorithm, and the thin real line is the normal speech frequency spectrum curve after conversion obtained by Gauss mixture model, and from the Figure, we can intuitively see the combination of formants F1 and F2. The broken line is the whisper frequency spectrum curve obtained by the modified adaptive bandwidth algorithm, and through the comparison, we can see that in the new algorithm the 3dB bandwidth of three formants is smaller the bandwidth obtained by the traditional LPC algorithm. The wide real line is the frequency spectrum curve of normal speech through the whisper formant conversion obtained by the new algorithm, and comparing with the conversion result through the traditional method, it eliminates the combination of formants F1 and F2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the conversion of Chinese whisper, because the formant bandwidth of whisper is wider than the normal speech, it will induce the problem of formant combination when we adopt the conversion method directly shifting the formant. In this article, we put forward the method which first add the spectrum power of the deleted formant pole to the formant of the reserved pole, realize the adaptive adjustment of the formant bandwidth, and utilize the Gauss mixture model to implement the formant conversion. The experimental conversion of Chinese mandarin monophthong phoneme proved the method could better solve the problem of formant combination occurring in the speech conversion. 
